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Transforming a Brick-and-Mortar Business into a
Digital Success Story

One of our prestigious tea clients embarked on a remarkable journey, transitioning from an exclusively

brick-and-mortar business to a dynamic and agile digital solution. This transformation was fueled by a

pressing need to address various issues plaguing their online presence. Their website was outdated,

suffering from SEO deficiencies, irregular image sizes, and incomplete product descriptions - a scattered

online landscape in need of strategic overhaul.
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Challenges
Our client approached us seeking a comprehensive solution for sustainable long-term growth, with a focus on

organic expansion rather than solely relying on online advertisements. The opportunities for growth were

abundant, and the Refresh Ideas team was well-equipped to address these challenges and fortify their online

strategy.

Results
The implementation of our full-stack digital marketing solution yielded impressive results. Within the first 12

months, we witnessed a staggering 113% increase in sales, a testament to the effectiveness of our digital

marketing strategies. Additionally, the rate of returning customers experienced a substantial 74% increment, a

significant achievement that transformed their customer retention from a mere trickle to a robust and loyal

customer base. The impact extended to online order conversions as well, with a notable 9% increase. The

synergy of increased overall traffic and enhanced e-commerce conversions translated into substantial

revenue growth.
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Below are sales results and the average online session for the first 12 months.
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Process
Refresh Ideas initiated the transformation process by providing comprehensive training to the client's team.

We emphasized the importance of data-driven decision-making and streamlined processes over haphazard

ideas. Consistency and customer-centric approaches were at the heart of our strategy.

After implementing the changes recommended by Refresh Ideas, our tea company client witnessed

remarkable outcomes. The average sales value surged by 22%, reflecting the increased value per customer

transaction. Simultaneously, the total number of orders saw a significant boost of 74%. Moreover, the
total online sessions increased, resulting in a higher conversion rate of shopping carts into
completed orders.
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Conclusion
The journey of our prestigious tea client, from a traditional brick-and-mortar establishment to a thriving digital

enterprise, exemplifies the power of strategic digital marketing and e-commerce solutions. With a

comprehensive approach and a focus on sustainable growth, the client achieved remarkable results, marking

a successful transition into the digital age. This case study showcases the potential for businesses to thrive in

a rapidly evolving digital landscape when armed with the right strategies and partners.
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